Abstract. Perturbations ofa Dirichlet form 0 by measures/~ are studied. The perturbed form 0 -#-+ /z+ is defined for/~_ in a suitable Kato class and #+ absolutely continuous with respect to capacity. Lp-properties of the corresponding semigroups are derived by approximating #_ by functions. For treating #+, a criterion for domination of positive semigroups is proved. If the unperturbed semigroup has Lp -Lq-smoothing properties the same is shown to hold for the perturbed semigroup. If the unperturbed semigroup is holomorphic on L ~ the same is shown to be true for the perturbed semigroup, for a large class of measures.
Introduction
If one wants to define a SchrOdinger operator -1 A + V in L2(IR n) for a potential so singular that there is no direct way interpretation it is meanwhile traditional to use the theory of forms in order to define the operator. The term of the form associated with V can be thought of as generated by the measure VA '~ (where A '~ is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure). It is the aim of this paper to investigate properties of the operator obtained if VA n is replaced by a more general measure #.
The context in which the operator discussed above can be understood best is the evolution associated with the heat equation with absorption
where now the absorption-excitation rate V should be replaced by the absorptionexcitation 'distribution' #. The effects of absorption-excitation can be assessed by looking at the Feynman-Kac formula describing the solution of the Cauchy problem for (1) with initial value f , where b runs through the continuous paths, and Ex is expection with respect to Wiener measure on paths starting at x. From (2) it is intuitively clear that V cannot be replaced by measures concentrated on sets which are not 'seen' by the Wiener process. Also, it is apparent that, in order to generate a reasonable evolution, the restriction on the negative part of the measure must be more incisive than on the positive part. More generally, we shall treat the problem discussed so far in the context where -1A is replaced by a selfadjoint operator H associated with a regular Dirichlet form b. The positive Borel measures/z generating a closed form I~ + # are those which are 'absolutely continuous' with respect to the capacity generated by lj. (We point out at once that the notion of 'Borel measure' does not include the property that the measure of compact sets should be finite.) The positive measures # such that I~ -# generates a semigroup acting in all Lp-spaces are those in an extended Kato class.
The main topic of this paper is to study different aspects of the semigroup (e -tH~ ; t >i 0), where 1-1 u is the operator associated with Ij + #. The fundamental principle in this investigation is to approximate/z by functions and transfer the properties known for the approximating objects. In the context of general Dirichlet forms, the operation of convolution is not available; in this case, smoothing of # is achieved by applying resolvents of H suitably. Measure perturbations of Dirichlet forms have been studied in increasing generality and with different aims during the past years; cf. [BM] , [ABR] , [AM] , [BEKS] , [Stu] . One of the differences to all of these papers (except [BEKS] ) is that our approach is operator theoretical in spirit (even if we use, of course, potential theory of Dirichlet forms), whereas in the mentioned papers probabilistic methods are used. As a side effect we can dispense with some assumptions which are needed in order to construct a process associated with a Dirichlet form; cf. Section 1.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we introduce our setup concerning Dirichlet forms b. We define the perturbed form I~ + # for/z E M0, discuss smooth measures and introduce the extended Kato class SK of measures.
In Sections 2 and 3 we study I~ -# for measures # E SK with c(#) < 1. The ultimate aim is to show that, with the associated selfadjoint oper-H_ u, the semigroup (e-tH-u;t >/ 0) acts also on all Lp-spaces, for 1 ~< p < oo (Theorem 3.3).
In Section 2 the approximation procedure is described. The first step does not yield approximation of general measures # E S/~-by functions, but only of those which additionally are of finite energy integral, # E 50. This, however, turns out to be sufficient since measures in S/r can be cut off, yielding measures in So.
In Section 4 we study the form ~ -#_ + #+ where #_ E oOg, c(#_) < 1, and #+ E M0. Again it is shown that the corresponding semigroup acts also in Lp, for l~< p < cr
In the remaining two sections we require additional properties of I~. In Section 5 it is assumed that the unperturbed semigroup has the property that e -t H maps L1
to L~ for all t > 0. It is shown that then the semigroups obtained in Section 4 enjoy the same property. In Section 6 we assume that the unperturbed semigroup is holomorphic in LI. Then it is shown that under rather general conditions the perturbed semigroup has this property as well. Finally, in Appendix A we prove an abstract form convergence result which is used in Section 2, and in Appendix B we establish a criterion for domination of positive semigroups which is needed in Section 4.
The Kato Class of Measures
Throughout the whole paper, we shall need the following assumptions and notations.
X will denote a locally compact Hausdorff space, m will be a Radon measure on X with supp ra = X. /3 will denote the Borel ~r-algebra on X. Further we assume that a regular Dirichlet form 0 in L2(X, m) is given; its domain will be denoted by D, and the corresponding scalar product on D is (.1.)~ := (~ + 1) [., .] . (For Dirichlet forms and their properties we refer to [Fu] ; in particular we recall that 'regular' means that D N Co(X) is dense in D, i.e. D N Cc(X) is a core for 0, and additionally that D M Co(X) is dense in C~(X) with the supremum norm.
Throughout the paper we fix the scalar field IN which may be IR or C; accordingly the function spaces are real or complex.) By H we denote the selfadjoint operator corresponding to 0, and by (U(t) := e-tn; t /> 0) the corresponding semigroup. Recall in particular that, by the Beurling-Deny criteria, U(t) acts as a positivity preserving contraction on all Lp(m), 1 <~ p <~ ee, for all t >/0. By D ~ we denote the conjugate linear continuous functionals on D, dualized over the scalar product o f L 2 ( X , m), so that D C L2(X, m) C D*. Finally, cap(.) will denote the capacity defined by ~.
We note that our assumptions concerning X are more general than those used in [Fu] ; in fact, it is not clear whether one can associate a suitable process with I) under these conditions. The results we shall quote from [Fu] are valid in this generality, however, since their proofs obviously carry over.
Concerning Dirichlet forms we also mention [BH] We note at this point that the corresponding definition in [AM] is incorrect: Despite the fact that [AM; (3.1) ] defines a sesquilinear form on Lz(litl + m) it cannot be considered as a form on L2(ra), in general.
Our next result will show that the class M0 is the natural set which can be used in order to generate closed forms. Let R denote the (order complete) lattice of positive Radon measures on X. Then R N M0 is a band in R, and therefore each It E R has a unique decomposition, called the Riesz decomposition, It = Itr + Its with It~ E R fl M0, and Its disjoint to R N M0, i.e., u E R N M0 and u ~< Its implies u = 0. (For the notions concerning vector lattices which were used above we refer to [Sch; Chapter II]. These notions apply, in fact, to vector lattices; we have employed them for the corresponding positive cones.) 1.1. PROPOSITION. Let # be a Radon measure on X , and let # = #r + #s be the decomposition o f # just described. [] The resolvent equation implies ca(#) < oo, for # E SK, and all a > 0. In [AM] the Kato class is introduced, which in our notation can be written as S K = {# E SK; c(#) = 0}. In [Stu] the name Dynkin measure is used for measures in SK in the case of the classical Dirichlet form in L 2 (~) . Previously, for this form, the class S h was introduced in [BM] as GKn.
We use the slightly larger class $I~" including the quantities ca(#) and c(#), since it appears that those measures # E $I~" satisfying c(#) < 1 form just the right class of perturbations for which the operator 'H-#' (in a suitable sense) can be We conclude this section by an approximation result which will serve as one of the steps in the approximation of measure perturbations by functions for a large class of measures, including smooth measures. This result and the subsequent corollary generalize [AM1; Theorem 2.4]; the proof given there uses probabilistic methods and hence does not carry over to our general context.
/ u"d#=(O+a)[u,(H+a)-l#] (ue DMCc(X)).

PROPOSITION. Let # E So. Then there exists an increasing sequence ( Fn) of closed sets such that cap(X\Fn
Because of So C D* we obtain the assertion.
(ii) We show: For e > 0 there exists a closed set F C X, c a p ( X \ F ) < e such that XF~ E SIr.
For k E N we have (cf. [Fu; Lemma 3.
Therefore, (i) implies that there exists an open set Uk with cap(Uk) < 2-ke and ak > 0 such that
Define U := U~'=IUk,F := X \ U . Then cap(U) ~< e (by [Fu; Lemma 3.1.21). Further, for k E N,
From [Fu; Lemma 3.2.3] we conclude
So we have shown XF# E SI,.
(iii) Choose a null sequence (e,~) and choose F~ corresponding to en according to (ii), without restriction (F,~) increasing.
[]
COROLLARY. Let # be a Borel measure on X. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) # is smooth.
(
ii) For every compact If C X there exists a K-nest (F~) such that XF,,# E $1r for all n E N.
Proof Clear from Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 1.9. O
Approximation of Measures in SI~ fq S0
The aim of the present section is to approximate measures # by measures V m generated by functions. This will finally allow us to transfer certain properties from operators of the form H -V to operators 'H-#'. The essential step is the following approximation result. The approximation of # by functions will be achieved by smoothing with resolvents of H as introduced in Remark 1.7(a). For n E N we use the mapping n ( n -1-n) -1 : S 0 ~ SO. 
Proof (i) This follows from the fact that n(H + n) -1, interpreted suitably on D*, converges strongly to the identity.
This carries over to u E Co(X) by approximation (0 is regular).
(iii) is a consequence of the resolvent equation and the positivity of (H + a) -1 f o r a > 0 .
The following proposition will supply the bounds for the approximations V,~ in Theorem 2.1.
PROPOSITION. Let V C Lz(X, m)+, a > O, (H + a ) -l V E Loo(X, ra). Then for all u E D O Cc( X ):
f Vlul 2 am ~ II(H + ~)-~Wll~(0 + ~) [u] . Proof of Theorem 2.1. 
for all u E D n Co(X).
Finally we prove the strong convergence V,~ --+ # in L(D, D*). The previous facts show that the sequence (V~m) is uniformly bounded in L(D, D*).
It is therefore sufficient to show that Vr~u --+ u# in D*, or equivalently, In order to prove part (b) of the corollary we recall the significance of the constant ca(') in connection with the Miyadera perturbation theorem for C0-semigroups (cf.
[Vo]).
First we recall that, by the second Beurling-Deny criterion, e -t n is a contraction in all Lp(X, ra) (1 ~< p ~< oo). The induced semigroup will be denoted by Up(.) and its generator by -Hp, forp E [1, ec). 
As a consequence -H1 + V generates a , and the constants M /> 0,w C ~ in the estimate IIUl,-v(t) Proof. First (b) For p = 2, the assertion is a consequence of (a). Choosing 7' E (7, 1)
we conclude from L e m m a 2.5 that the C0-semigroups U1,-v, (') satisfy a uniform estimate
IlVl,_Vn(t)lll,1 ~ Me ~t (n E N,t >~ 0).
Applying duality and interpolation, the same estimate is obtained for Up,-v,(.) , Let f E L1NLoo(X, ra), t > 0. Then the sequence (e-t(H-Vn)f)~e~ converges to e-tH-"f in L2(X, ra) and is bounded in LI(X, m) as well as in Loo(X, ra) (the latter by duality). This implies that e-t(H-Vn)f converges to e -tH-,' f in Lv (X, m) for all p E ( 1, oo); this convergence is uniform for t in bounded intervals. For p = 1 the Fatou lemma implies [[e-tH-~" f[[1 <~ liminf[[e-~(H- 
The convergence shown in the preceding paragraph implies the existence and the strong continuity of Up,_ t` (.) , for p E ( 1, oo). For p = 1, the estimate shown above proves the existence of a one-parameter semigroup Ul,-t`(.). Since Ul,_t`(t) is positivity preserving for all t/> 0, the strong continuity follows from [Vo3] .
For p = 2, this follows from Corollary B.3 (Appendix B), and it carries over to general p. 
Approximation of Measures in SIC
~[u] ~< 7(D[u] + ~llull 2)
Proof. Let K C X be compact. By Theorem 1.6 and Remark 1.7(c) there exists a K-nest (F~) such that XFn# E So for all n E 1% The definition of ~'K implies
XFn# E SK, c~(XF~#) ~< ca(#) = 7 (n E 1~). Theorem 2.1 implies
Fo lu~led~ ~< 7(0[u]+ ~llull 2) (u ~ D,n E N).
From # E Mo one obtains
[ lu'l 2d, = lim f lu'l 2d, ~< 7(0[ul + ~llull 2) (u e D).
K n..--,,oo d Fn NK
Since K is arbitrary we obtain the desired inequality. []
REMARK. If # E M0 is 0-bounded and # ( X ) < oo, then # E So (clear because of f [u~l d# ~< #[u]l/2#(X)l/2). In particular, if # E SK has compact
support, then # E So.
Before we^proceed to the main result of this section, we introduce some notation.
For # E SI<, c(#) < 1, Theorem 3.1 implies that b -# defines a closed form, whose associated selfadjoint operator will be denoted by H_t,. We let /C := {K C X ; K c o m p a c t } directed by inclusion; for K E tC define Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.3 together show that we have a two-step approximation for measures in SA. First they are approximated from below by # K , K E K, and since each #K belongs to Sh" M So, it can be approximated by functions VK,n. The point is that we can control the constants ca during this process. For further reference we state this consequence explicitly.
3.5. THEOREM. Let # E Sh', a > 0,7 := ca(#) < 1.
Then there exists a net ( V~ )~ t of functions V~ E L2 N L~ ( X , ra ) + such that (i) c~(V~)<~7 ( L E I ) , (ii) 11 -V~ --+ 11-u is strong resolvent sense, (iii) e -t(H-V') ~ e -tH-u strongly, for all t >>. O. I f ( X , m) is such that L2(X, m) is separable, then the net ( V~) can be chosen as a sequence.
The last statement of the theorem follows from the fact that, due to the separability, bounded sets of operators are metrizable for the strong operator topology.
With this theorem at hand, one can carry over certain results known for H -V to perturbations of the form H_ u, namely those which rely on the constants ca. We have already used this strategy in the proof of the relative boundedness of measures in the extended Kato class, Theorem 3.1. A further demonstration of this method will be given in Section 5, where we prove Lp -Lq continuity of the semigroups. Now it is easy to see that all the hypotheses of Corollary B.3 are satisfied, and the conclusion yields (b At that point, let us compare the scope of measures treated above with the one treated in [AM] . Since we want to study those #, for which the semigroup still acts in all Lp-spaces, the assumption #_ E S~" cannot be weakened substantially.
Perturbation by General Measures
In [AM] more general #_ are allowed, since different properties of 'H-#' are investigated. The standard assumption in [AM] concerning the positive part is #+ E S, which is certainly more restrictive than our assumption/4 E M0, the latter being minimal, if one wants to use Dirichlet forms or the Feynman-Kac formula.
For the classical Dirichlet form on I~ a, the class M0 has been recognized as 'the right one' for positive perturbations of -A at least in [BDM] , where the connections between probabilistic and variational notions are studied; see also [Stu] for a detailed account concerning the associated additive functionals. 
e-tnu' f <. e-tn~ f ( f E L2(Y',m)+,t >>. 0).
This monotonicity obviously carries over to the induced Lp-semigroups.
Next we present an application of a monotone convergence theorem for forms to our situation.
THEOREM. Let #_ E SK, c(#_) < 1. Let (#,)~et be an increasing net in
Mo, #+ E Mo, and #+ = sup,ei/z, in the sense that
sup#,[u] = #+[u] (u E D)
,EI
(where the form #+ takes the value +oo if u does not belong to the domain). Then, for 1 <~ p < c~, f E Lp(X, m), t > O, there is convergence Up,_u_+u,(t)PJ --+ Up,_**_+u+ (t)Pf (where P, denotes the canonical projection of Notation 4.3, corresponding to #_, #~). For f E Lp(Y, m), this convergence is uniform for t in compact intervals of (O, c~).
Proof (i) Fix 1 ~< p < oo, for the moment. Then, for ~,n E I,~ ~< n, Remark 4.4 implies Up,_u_+u,(t)P, >>. Up,_u_+u~(t)P~ (t >/ 0). Therefore, for t > 0, s -lim,ei Up,_u_+u,(t)P, =: Vp(t) exists, and Vp(.) has the semigroup property Vp(t + s) = Vp(t)Vp(s) ( 
Lp -Lq-Smoothing
In this section we show that if H has the additional property that e -tH maps Lp to Lq for 1 ~< p ~< q ~< oo, t > 0 then the perturbed semigroup has the same property.
For the case of H = -89 on ~ this is well-established; cf. [Sill [Dev] , [Vol] for the case of measures of the form Vdx, IBM] for measures in the Kato class.
The proofs in the mentioned papers do not carry over to the present context. We denote by I1" IIp,q the norm in L(Lp, Lq). Proof. In view of the estimate given in Theorem 4.1(b) it is sufficient to treat the case/z+ = 0.
Further, in view of Theorem 3.5 it is sufficient to treat the case/z_ = Vdm, with V E Loo(m), if the estimates for the [I " IIp,q -norms only depend on the constants a > 0, 0 ~< 7 < 1 with ca(V) ~< 7, given in Theorem 3.5.
(a) For t > 0 we define Ct := Ile-tHIIt,oo.
Choose 7 ' , 7 < 7' < 1,~; > 1 such that ~;7' < 1, a n d -f o r later conveniencesuch that the exponent k conjugate to ~; is an integer: • + ~ = 1 with k E N. Since we shall use complex interpolation, we need the field of scalars to be the complex numbers. Thus, if N = ~, we complexify the Lp-spaces as well as the operators. Note that complexifying does not change the norm of operators from Lp to Lq, for 1 ~< p ~< q ~< ~; cf. [FIP] .
For z E E := {z E C;O ~< Rez ~< 1 } , -H + znV is the generator of a
C0-semigroup in Lz(m). For fixed t > O, define
F(z) := e -t(H-z'~v) E L(Lz(m)).
Then F is continuous on ~,, and analytic in the interior P,. Let 0 ~< v <~ 1, s E ~. Then, for f E L2(m), n E N we obtain ( '-~.,w_-'-(H-.W) e-t(H--,V) e-~ " )nfl ~< Ifl.
For n --+ oo, the Trotter product formula (cf. [Da; Theorem 3.30]) yields
le-t(a-(~+i~)"v) fl <. e -t ( H -~v ) l f I.
This shows that F is also bounded on E. It further shows that, for z E E with Rez = 0,
IIF ( Ct_Mk-letw(k-l) .
(b) The Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem implies that it is sufficient to show the desired estimate for the case p = 1, q = ~. 
Holomorphy of L1-Semigroups
Let #+ E M 0 , # -E S K , c ( # -) < 1, and Y , H u be as in Theorem 4.1. Then it follows from the Stein interpolation theorem that, for 1 < p < c~, the semigroups Up,u(. ) are holomorphic of angle ~(1 -1 2 -1D; this is shown as in the usual proof for symmetric diffusion semigroups; see [Ste; Chap. III, sec. 2].
In this section we study holomorphy in L1, provided the unperturbed semigroup is holomorphic. This investigation has its roots in Kato's paper [Kal ] and moreover was stimulated by the results of Arendt and Batty [AB] .
Thus, in the present section, we assume IN = C, and we assume that Ul(') extends to a holomorphic semigroup of some angle. This assumption is equivalent Finally, the approximation procedure of Theorem 3.3 shows that this inequality carries over to H1,-u_. (Note that in this step one has strong convergence of L1-operators at one's disposal, which makes things easier than in the previous step.) The above estimate can be weakened to In this appendix we shall prove a simple form convergence theorem which we use repeatedly; this result is implicit in [HS] .
We fix a Hilbert space (~, (.I-)) and a closed symmetric form I~ >/ 1 on 7-/ with dense domain 7-/+. For the inner product ('l')+ := b[', "], the domain 7-/+ is then a Hilbert space. We consider the dual ~_ := 7-/~_, the set of conjugate linear continuous forms dualized via (-I'), i.e., with the embedding J : 7-/-~ 7-/_,
u (ul.).
A. Then Hk ~ Hoo in strong resolvent sense, where Hk denotes the selfadjoint operator associated with Dk (k E N U {oo}).
Proof We have to show H~ -1 ~ H~ l (k ~ oo), in the strong operator topology.
For Brff : 7-/+ ~ 7-/_,~ku := 0k [u,'] it follows that IIJq[lll I for all k E N U {cx~}. Further/~klJ = Hk "1 (k E N U {o<)}), since for all u E 7-/, v C 7-/+: ( Hk( fI[1Ju) lv) = Ok [.fI[l j u , v] : ( J u ) ( v ) : (ulv).
Consequently, H k I --H~ I = /~rkl(/tco --flk)fZs
Since ~rk ~ Hoo strongly by condition (ii), the assertion of the theorem follows.
[] REMARK. Since (Ark) is uniformly bounded, it suffices to check condition (ii) of the preceding theorem for a dense subset of 7-/+. The main results of this appendix, i.e., Theorem B.2 and Corollary B.3, have been extended by Ouhabaz [Ou] to not necessarily symmetric forms.
